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We design and manufacture an extensive range of durable and flexible mobile welding frames for safe grinding, welding and spraying as well as providing handy, versatile welding shelters.

**Tusker curtain material options - Welding Curtain**

- **HIV3 Hivis Amber**
  - A translucent welding PVC recommended where a good degree of visibility is required.

- **ULV1 Ultra Lowvis**
  - Extra strength, extra low visibility very dark green matt curtain for applications where the requirement is for maximum arc filter and high tear resistance.

- **Safearc Amber**
  - Reinforced for extra strength and tear resistance. Recommended for applications where a degree of visibility is required.

- **Safearc Bronze**
  - Reinforced for extra strength and tear resistance. Recommended for applications where a degree of visibility is required.

- **TWG1 Weld-green**
  - A dark green welding curtain recommended for all.

- **Neogard 250 or Neogard 400**
  - Neoprene coated fibre-glass material for use as a heavy duty welding/grinding screen or smoke barrier. No visibility.

- **Canvas**
  - Traditional flame retardant material for use as welding screens or covers. Waterproof and rot-proof.

All our curtain materials are tested regularly and conform to all current standards.

**Non-welding curtain options**

- **GCL1 Glass clear reinforced**
  - Reinforced for extra strength and tear resistance. Typical applications include paint spray booths and dust protection.

- **LEADC**
  - Lead curtain for x-ray protection in industrial, medical or airport environments.

**Tusker Frames are available in a range of options:**

- **Economy** - including portable/mobile
- **Standalone**
- **Heavy duty**
- **Elephant frames and manhole covers**

**Tusker Economy Frames**

A practical and lightweight option which is easy to assemble. The economy range includes options for fully portable frames and foldable frames. Manufactured from galvanised steel with a specially formed 19mm box section to give extra strength.

Our portable welding frame breaks down into two 3 ft sections for easy transportation.

Our folding frame folds down into three 2ft sections for easy storage.

**Tusker Strip Curtain**

Lead curtain for x-ray protection in industrial, medical or airport environments.

Also available in 4 x 2ft sections 6ft x 6ft 6ft x 8ft
Tusker Heavy Duty Frames - ultimate strength

Our Tusker heavy duty frames are constructed from 35mm box section with a bolt-together construction - designed to be strong and robust. Can be fitted with our Tusker curtain and strip.

Tusker Standalone Frames

Our Tusker standalone frames are robust, constructed from 35mm box section with a slot together construction. As our heavy duty frames, can be fitted with Tusker curtain and strip.

Ask us about options for castors, extension arms, uprights and horizontal supports to extend frame construction.

Cover options include heavy duty canvas or a choice of our Tusker Welding PVC. Also available is our Tusker Clearlight shelter - clear roof to let in 70% more light.

Standard size options:
- Elephant Frames: 2x2x2m, 3x3x3m, 3x3x2m
- Manhole tent: 1x1x2m
- Welding umbrella: 2.5 diameter

Or ask us for bespoke sizes.

Welding umbrella

We manufacture covers to specific requirements. This example shows a heavy duty canvas cover for First Great Western.

Tusker Series Elephant Frames, Manhole Tents and Welding Umbrellas - ready assembled, foldaway and mobile

Available in a range of sizes with a selection of covers to suit, our elephant frames and shelters offer an excellent quality solution for protection from the elements and for both welding and non-welding applications.

Tusker Machine Covers

We can manufacture covers from a range of materials, for both inside and outside use to fit any machine or part and to any size required. Our cover solutions can be for temporary or permanent applications.
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